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Abstract
An algebraic formulation of Riemannian geometry on quantum spaces
is presented, where Riemannian metric, distance, Laplacian, connection,
and curvature have their counterparts. This description is also extended
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to complex manifolds. Examples include the quantum sphere, the com-
plex quantum projective spaces and the two-sheeted space.
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1 Introduction
In [1] Chamseddine, Felder and Fro¨hlich developed the notions of Riemannian
metric, connection and curvature in the framework of the non-commutative ge-
ometry of A. Connes [5]. In their formulation the Hilbert space representation is
a prerequisite. The purpose of this paper is to propose a purely algebraic formu-
lation of Riemannian geometry on quantum spaces. It is suitable for physicists
to build physical models. The question of mathematical rigor is left for future
study.
In Sec.2 we describe this algebraic formulation of Riemannian geometry on
quantum spaces and quantum complex manifolds. It is applied to the quantum
sphere S2q [2] in Sec.3. In particular the explicit expression for the quantum
distance is worked out. A comment on the connection with A. Connes’ work is
made. The complex projective spaces CPq(N)[4] is considered in Sec.4, and the
two-sheeted space [1] in Sec.5.
2 Riemannian Structure on Quantum Spaces
The general notion of non-commutative differential calculus is reviewed in Sec.2.1.
Those who are familiar with it can start with Sec.2.2.
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2.1 Differential Calculus on Quantum Spaces
A quantum space is specified by an unital, associative, non-commutative ∗-
algebra A generated by {1, xa, Ii} over the field k = C , where xa’s are the
coordinates on the quantum space, and Ii’s are non-commutative constants,
including for example the generators of the algebra of functions of the quantum
group which specifies the quantum symmetry on the quantum space. A is called
the algebra of functions on the quantum space.
To talk about differential geometry on the quantum space, we should haveA
extended to the algerba of differential calculus Ω(A) generated by {1, xa, ξa, χa, Ii},
where the commutation relations among the generators are given so that one
knows how to rewrite a product of elements in Ω(A) in any prefered order of the
elements. (But the commutation relations between ξa and χb are not necessary.)
The ξa’s are differential one-forms and the χa’s are the derivations dual to them
so that the exterior derivative is d = ξaχa. The ∗-involution on functions is
also extended to all elements in Ω(A) and it always reverses the ordering of a
product. All constants, namely the unity or Ii’s, should vanish under d.
All the commutation relations should never mix terms of differential forms
of different degrees so that Ω(A) is graded. The action of d is: (da) := [d, a] =
da−ad for forms of even degrees (including elements in A), and (da) := {d, a} =
da + ad for forms of odd degrees. Leibniz rule follows this definition. We take
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the convention that (da)∗ = d(a∗) for even degrees and (da)∗ = −d(a∗) for odd
degrees. That is, d is anti-self-dual: d∗ = −d. We also require the nilpotency of
d, namely, dd ≡ 0.
2.2 Riemannian Metric, Vector Fields and Tensor Fields
A general coordinate transformation is specified by: xa → x′a, where x′a = x′a(x)
are elements in A. (Einstein’s summation convention applies to the whole paper
unless otherwise stated.) This transformation induces the transformation of ξa.
For example, if
ξa =
∑
fai (x)dg
a
i (x), (1)
then
ξa → ξ′a =∑ fai (x′)dgai (x′),
where ‘a’ is not summed over. Re-expressing ξ′a in terms of ξa and using com-
mutation relations between xa and ξa one can re-write the formula above as:
ξa → ξ′a = ξbM ab (x)
for a certain matrix M ab of elements in A.
Since the transformation is not supposed to change the exterior derivative,
d = ξaχa → d′ = ξ′aχ′a = d, so χa →M−1 ba χb.
A Riemannian metric gab(x) is an invertible matrix of elements in A which
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transforms like a rank-two tensor (to be defined later):
gab → g′ab =M∗ac gcdM bd ,
and is also Hermitian-symmetric:
(gab)∗ = gba. (2)
Note that this symmetry is preserved by the transformation. In the classical case
there is no need of the ∗-involution (complex conjugation) in (2) if all coordinates
are real. But if one is allowed to use complex coordinates, for example, (x, y)→
(x + iy, x − iy), then (2) is a reality condition for the Riemannian manifold.
The existence of the inverse of gab is assumed and it is denoted as gab so that:
gabgbc = δ
a
c = gcbg
ba. The transformation of gab follows this definition.
A covariant vector field is a set of elements {αa} in A which transform like
{χa}:
αa →M−1ba αb.
Similarly, {βa} is called a contra-variant vector field if it transforms like {ξa}:
βa → βbM ab .
Note that α = ξaαa and β = β
aχa are both invariant: α → α, β → β, so
that we can simply use α, β to denote the vector fields {αa} and {βa} in a
coordinate-independent way.
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Similarly we can define rank-two tensors of different types according to their
transformations:
αab → M∗ac αcdM bd ,
α ba →M−1ca α dc M bd ,
αab →M∗ac αcd(M−1db )∗,
αab → M−1ca αcd(M−1db )∗.
Just like in the commutative case, the positions of indices of a tensor tell you
the way it transforms. In these formulas, the ordinary contraction of indices is
of this type: ց, When indices are contracted as ր, ∗-involution is involved.
Furthermore the Riemannian metric gab can be used to raise or lower indices:
αa = α∗bg
ba, (3)
αa = gab(α
b)∗, (4)
αab = gacα bc ,
αab = α
c
a gcb,
and so on. Because of eq.(2), if we raise and then lower an index we will get back
to the original object. It can also be checked that (αa)∗βb and αaβ
b are tensors
if α and β are vectors. The contraction of indices of two tensors can make a
new tensor. But sometimes the contraction of indices has to be accompanied by
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appropriate ∗-involution.
As αaβa is invariant for any two vector fields α and β, we can always use
the Riemannian metric to define the inner product 〈·, ·〉 between vector fields α,
β as in the classical case. For example,
〈α, β〉 = 〈ξaαa, ξbβb〉 = α∗a〈ξa, ξb〉βb = α∗agabβb,
〈α, β〉 = 〈αaχa, βbχb〉 = αa〈χa, χb〉βb∗ = αagabβb∗.
In both cases, 〈α, β〉 = 〈β, α〉∗.
The magnitude of a vector |α|2 := 〈α, α〉 is real: |α|2∗ = |α|2, due to eq.(2).
The invariant operator
∇2 := χaχa = χ∗agabχb (5)
is called the Laplacian. It can be used to define the equation of motion for a
scalar field Φ with mass m:
(∇2 +m2)Φ = 0.
The non-commutativity forbids any tensor of rank higher than two. There-
fore physical laws, if written as equations of motion, can only be written in
terms of scalars, vectors, and rank-two tensors. Fortunately all major classical
physical laws are governed by tensor equations of rank less than or equal to two.
Given a Hilbert space representation of the algerba A on H, one can define
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the “distance” between two states s, s′ (as generalized points) as [5]:
D(s, s′) := sup{|s(f)− s′(f)|;
∥∥∥|df |2∥∥∥ ≤ 1, f ∈ A}. (6)
The definition of |df |2 is based on the metric gab and therefore the metric pos-
sesses the classical geometrical meaning. The norm ‖ · ‖ is defined by:
‖f‖2 := sup{〈φ|f
∗f |φ〉
〈φ|φ〉 ; |φ〉 ∈ H}.
An algebraic version of quantum distance can also be given without mentioning
Hilbert space representations. An example is given in Sec.3.
2.3 Connection
As it is defined in [1], a connection ∇ acts on f ∈ A as d: ∇f = df , on ξa by
the connection one-forms ω ab :
∇ξa := ξb ⊗A ω ab , (7)
and on a one-form α = ξaαa by Leibniz rule:
∇α = (∇ξa)αa − ξa ⊗A (dαa)
= −ξa ⊗A (∇α)a,
where (∇α)a := dαa − ω ba αb.
For (∇α)a to be a covariant vector the connection one-form has the trans-
formation:
ω ba →M−1ca ω dc M bd −M−1ca dM bc . (8)
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For the Leibniz rule to hold on the inner product:
d〈α, β〉 = ∇〈α, β〉 = (∇α)aβa + αa(∇β)a,
we define:
(∇α)a := dαa + αbω ab ,
which also ensures that (∇α)a is a contra-variant vector.
The covariant derivation of α in the direction of the vector field β is:
(∇βα)a = 〈β, (∇α)a〉.
The equation of geodesic flows is therefore:
(∇αα)a = 0.
To define the action of ∇ on rank-two tensor fields we consider the scalar
f = α∗aγ
abβb. Because f is a scalar field, we have the equation: ∇f = df . By the
undeformed Leibnitz rules of ∇, we should have for the left hand side (omitting
the symbols ⊗A):
∇(α∗aγabβb) = (∇α)∗aγabβb + α∗a(∇γ)abβb + α∗aγab(∇β)b
= (dαa − ω ca αc)∗γabβb + α∗a(∇γ)abβb + α∗aγab(dβb − ω cb βc),
and for the right hand side:
d(α∗aγ
abβb) = d(α
∗
a)γ
abβb + α
∗
adγ
abβb + α
∗
aγ
abdβb.
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Identifying them we find:
(∇γ)ab := dγab + γacω bc + (ω ac )∗γcb,
which also ensures (∇γ)ab to be a rank-two tensor.
Suppose one has the physical law (∇α)a = βa, it is equivalent to (∇α)a = βa
if
(∇g)ab = dgab + ωab + (ωba)∗ = 0, (9)
which is called the metricity condition.
If dgab = 0, we have from the metricity condition (ωab)∗ = −ωba, where
ωab := gacω bc .
The torsion T a is the covariant vector defined by [1]:
T a := (d−m ◦ ∇)ξa = dξa − ξbω ab ,
where m is the multiplication map m(α ⊗ β) := αβ.
In the classical case eq.(9) and
T a = 0, (10)
plus the reality conditions imply that the connection one-form ω ba is uniquely
fixed by the metric gab. The general expression for the analogous reality condi-
tions in the quantum case is so far unknown. The difficulty is that the general
transformation will spoil the reality of a non-invariant quantity. One has to
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invent appropriate conditions for each particular case according to its algebraic
properties.
For the quantum complex Hermitian manifolds defined later, the situation
is much simpler. Just like their classical counterparts, Eq.(9) alone determines
the connection uniquely.
2.4 Curvature
The curvature two-form is a rank-two tensor defined by:
R ba := dω
b
a − ω ca ω bc . (11)
Using (9), one can show that
(Rab)
∗ = Rba.
Is is easy to check that the Bianchi identity and consistency condition are
satisfied:
dR ba − ω ca R bc +R ca ω bc = 0,
dT a = ξbR ab .
Classically, in order to have the scalar curvature and Ricci tensor one usually
just strips the differential forms from the curvature two-form R ba to get R
b
a cd
and then contracts b, d for Ricci tensor, and contracts in addition a, c for the
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scalar curvature. However in the deformed case this kind of operation is not
covariant under general transformations.
Another more elegant way of defining the classical scalar curvature and the
Ricci tensor is to use the Hodge-∗. In the quantum case, The Hodge-∗ is required
to satisfy
∗ (fαg) = f(∗α)g ∀f, g ∈ A, α ∈ Ω(A) (12)
and
(∗α)∗ = ∗(α∗) ∀α ∈ Ω(A), (13)
so that the scalar curvature defined as
R := (−1)D+1 ∗ (ξa(∗R ba )ξb) (14)
is invariant under general transformations (D is the dimension of the space) and
real (R∗ = R). The integral ∫
ξa(∗R ba )ξb (15)
is a candidate for the action of a gravitational theory on the quantum space.
Similarly one can try to define the Ricci tensor as
R ba := ∗((∗R ca )ξcξb).
There are, however, many other inequivalent expressions that are covariant un-
der the general transformations. For example, it is equally justified to define
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the Ricci tensor as
R ba := ∗(ξaξc(∗R bc )).
This ambiguity in the Ricci tensor makes the scalar curvature better for physical
applications.
One can define the operator δ := −∗d∗ for a quantum space, and naturally
one will define the Laplacian by ∇2 := −(d + δ)2, which is equivalent to −δd
when acting only on functions if δδ = 0. In such cases the metric is determined
by the Hodge-∗ according to (5).
2.5 Complex Manifolds
We define quantum complex manifolds (more precisely, Hermitian manifolds) to
be an associative ∗-algebra A generated by {1, za, z¯a¯} together with its differ-
ential calculus Ω(A) generated by {1, za, z¯a¯, dza, dz¯a¯, ∂a, ∂¯a¯} with the following
properties:
1. d = δ+ δ¯, where δ = dza∂a and δ¯ = ∂¯a¯dz¯
a¯ with δδ = δ¯δ¯ = 0 and δδ¯ = −δ¯δ.
δ and δ¯ should observe Leibniz rule separately, and (δα)∗ = (−1)pδ¯(α∗)
for any form α of degree p.
2. The generators of the algebra are divided into the holomorphic part {za}
and the anti-holomorphic part {z¯a¯ = (za)∗}. The one-forms {dza} and
{dz¯a¯} are all independent.
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3. Denote Ω+(A) := {dzaαa : αa ∈ A} and Ω−(A) := {αa¯dz¯a¯ : αa¯ ∈ A}. The
commutation relations between one-forms and functions in A are such that
Ω±(A)A = AΩ±(A). That is, Ω±(A) do not get mixed by commutation.
4. The metric ga¯b = (gb¯a)∗ is given. The connection one-forms ω ba and ω
b¯
a¯ :=
(ω ba )
∗ are also given such that ω ba ∈ Ω+(A) and ω b¯a¯ ∈ Ω−(A). Leibniz
rule holds for the connection ∇ and we have: ∇dza = dzb ⊗A ω ab and
∇dz¯a¯ = −dz¯b¯ ⊗A ω a¯b¯ .
The coordinate transformations are restricted to the holomorphic transfor-
mations only. Holomorphic transformations are defined as those which maps
za to holomorphic functions fa(z) and z¯a¯ = (za)∗ to (fa(z))∗. The proper-
ties of a complex manifold imply that this transformation induces the map
dza → dzbM ab whereM ba is holomorphic, namely, δ¯M ba = 0. Similarly, we have
dz¯a¯ → (dzbM ab )∗ = (M ba )∗dz¯b¯ where (M ba )∗ is anti-holomorphic, δ(M ba )∗ = 0.
All the formulas we had before for Riemannian manifolds can be easily
modified for a complex manifold with the understanding that the indices are
only summed over the holomorphic or anti-holomorphic part.
With the fourth property of a complex manifold eq.(9) says:
dga¯b + ω a¯c¯ g
c¯b + ga¯cω bc = 0.
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Since d = δ + δ¯ we can separate the equation into Ω+(A) and Ω−(A), and so
the connection can be directly solved:
ω ba = −gac¯(δgc¯b). (16)
Only the holomorphic transformations will be consistent with this solution.
(That is, the transformation of the connection induced from the transformation
of the metric by these expressions will be the same as (8) only for holomorphic
transformations.)
From eq.(11) the curvature two-form can now be expressed directly in terms
of the metric as:
R ba = δ¯ω
b
a = −δ¯(gac¯δgc¯b). (17)
The curvature two-form gives the scalar curvature according to (14) with
the indices restricted to the holomorphic or anti-holomorphic part, and so it is
in general not invariant under general coordinate transformations. The scalar
curvature for a quantum complex manifold is
R = (−1)D+1 ∗ (dza(∗Rab¯)dz¯b¯). (18)
The definition of the Ricci tensor is not unique.
The condition (12) for the Hodge ∗ can be weakened to be no more than
an ordering prescription:
∗(f(z)αg(z¯)) = f(z)(∗α)g(z¯).
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Due to the extensive use of the ∗-involution in the quantum case, we see that
the complex structure helps to admit a Riemannian structure.
3 The Quantum Sphere S2q
The Riemannian structure on a quantum space with a quantum group symmetry
should respect its quantum symmetry.
In this section we describle one perticular quantum sphere S2q in the family
of quantum spheres of Podles´ [7] with the SUq(2) symmetry (the one with c =
0 in his notation) in terms of the stereographic projection coordinates [2] as
an example of both Riemannian manifolds and complex manifolds. For the
convenience of the reader we review the stereographic projection of S2q [2] in the
following section.
3.1 The Stereographic Projection of S2q
S2q is the homogeneous space of SUq(2)/U(1) for 0 ≤ q ≤ 1. The algebra and
differential calculus of S2q in terms of the complex coordinates (z, z¯) can be
induced from those of SUq(2) by the identification:
z := αγ−1, z¯ := −δβ−1, (19)
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where α, β, γ, δ are the elements of an SUq(2)-matrix


α β
γ δ

. Classically z, z¯
are the stereographic projection coordinates projected from the north pole onto
the tangent plane at the south pole.
The commutation relation between z, z¯ is therefore:
q(1 + zz¯) = q−1(1 + z¯z),
and the differential calculus induced from the left-covariant 3D calculus on
SUq(2) [9], which is equivalent to one of the possible differential structures on S
2
q
studied by Podles´ [8], is specified by the following list of commutation relations:
zdz = q−2dzz, z¯dz = q2dzz¯,
zdz¯ = q−2dz¯z, z¯dz¯ = q2dz¯z¯,
dzdz = dz¯dz¯ = 0, dzdz¯ = −q−2dz¯dz, (20)
∂z = 1 + q−2z∂, ∂z¯ = q2z¯∂,
∂¯z = q−2z∂¯, ∂¯z¯ = 1 + q2z¯∂¯,
∂∂¯ = q−2∂¯∂,
where d = dz∂ + dz¯∂¯ when acting on functions
The ∗-involution on this whole algebra also follows from that of SUq(2):
z∗ = z¯,
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(dz)∗ = dz¯,
∂∗ = −q−2(1 + z¯z)2∂¯(1 + z¯z)−2,
∂¯∗ = −q2(1 + z¯z)2∂(1 + z¯z)−2.
The left SUq(2) transformation on SUq(2) induces an SUq(2) transformation
on S2q :
z → (az + b)(cz + d)−1,
z¯ → (−c+ dz¯)(a− bz¯)−1,
dz → dz(q−1cz + d)−1(cz + d)−1,
dz¯ → dz¯(a− qbz¯)−1(a− bz¯)−1,
∂ → (cz + d)(q−1cz + d)∂,
∂¯ → (a− bz¯)(a− qbz¯)∂¯,
where a, b, c, d are elements of an SUq(2)-matrix


a b
c d

 commuting with
z, z¯, dz, dz¯, ∂, ∂¯. The above is a simpler notation of the equivalent one for left-
coaction, e.g., ∆L(z) = (a⊗ z + b⊗ 1)(c⊗ z + d⊗ 1)−1.
The integration on S2q , which is denoted by < · >S2q , can be defined as the
integration on SUq(2) by restricting the integrand to be an element in S
2
q and
re-expressing it through (19).
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It is justified to call dzdz¯(1 + z¯z)−2 the volume form in the sense that if
one treats the same whole algebra as the algebra on a quantum plane so that
everything else remains unchanged except ∂∗ = −q2∂¯, the translational invariant
integration on this plane
∫
dzdz¯ is related to the integration < · >S2q by:
∫
dzdz¯(1 + z¯z)−2f =< f >S2q (21)
(up to normalization).
Details of everything above in this subsection can be found in [2]. One can
check that all the requirements of a complex manifold are met.
3.2 S2q As a Complex Manifold
In this section we will treat S2q as a quantum complex manifold.
3.2.1 Metric And Connection
The notation itself suggests that we take Ω+(S2q ) = S
2
qdz and Ω
−(S2q ) = S
2
qdz¯.
Let the only possible value for an index be 0, that is, z0 := z and z¯0¯ := z¯. Also
denote g := g0¯0 and g−1 := g00¯. To define the metric g we note that for S
2
q the
Laplacian, the SUq(2)-invariant derivation of order two, is
∇2 = −c(1 + z¯z)2∂¯∂, (22)
where c is an arbitrary real number. On the other hand, the Laplacian of S2q as
a complex manifold, the holomorphic-transformation independent derivation of
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order two, is ∂∗g∂. Equating these two expressions one gets
g = q2c(1 + z¯z)2.
Because the factor (1 + z¯z) will appear frequently, we shall denote it in the
following by:
ρ := 1 + z¯z.
Classically any two-dimensional complex manifold is also a Ka¨hler manifold
and one can locally find a Ka¨hler potential. Analogy can be made here. Define
the Ka¨hler form to be K = dzg−1dz¯. (It plays a special role in the differential
calculus [2].) Obviously dK = 0 for the same reason as in the classical case.
The Ka¨hler potential V defined by δδ¯V = K therefore exists. One can solve V
in term of the deformed log:
V = q−4c−1
∞∑
n=0
logq−1(1− ρ−1)
= q−4c−1
∞∑
n=0
ρ−(n+1)
[n+ 1]q−1
,
where [n]q =
q2n−1
q2−1
. In fact, the Ka¨hler form dzg−1dz¯ is just the volume form
(up to normalization).
Using (16) and (17), we can immediately find the connection form and the
curvature two-form:
ω 00 = −q2(1 + q2)dzρ−1z¯, (23)
R 00 = q
4(1 + q2)dzdz¯ρ−2. (24)
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It is easy to see that the torsion is zero in this case.
We define the vielbeins on S2q as
e := ρ−1dz, e¯ := ρ−1dz¯. (25)
The commutation relations between e, e¯ and z, z¯ are simply classical:
ez = ze, ez¯ = z¯e,
e¯z = ze¯, e¯z¯ = z¯e¯.
The Hodge-∗ map satisfying (13) is given by
(∗e) = ie, (∗e¯) = −ie¯,
(∗1) = ic′−1ee¯, (∗ee¯) = −ic′, (26)
where c′ is a constant, and the action of Hodge-∗ on any form follows (12).
Now we can define δ := − ∗ d∗ and ∇2 := −1
2
(d+ δ)2. ∗ When acting on a
function f
∇2f = 1
2
∗ d ∗ df
= −c′ρ2∂¯∂f.
Hence c′ should be identified with c because of (22). This identification further
justifies our Hodge-∗ structure.
∗Here we have a factor of 1
2
because we want to identify ∇2 with (22), which is only the
holomorphic part in −(d+ δ)2.
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The scalar curvature is found to be
R = cq2(1 + q2). (27)
The Ricci tensor defined by (2.4) is
R 00 = cq4(1 + q2). (28)
3.3 S2q As a Riemannian Manifold
In this section we treat S2q as a (real) Riemannian manifold. The difference
between Riemannian and complex manifolds is that the latter is not invariant
under general coordinate transformation. When indices are contracted for com-
plex manifolds they are summed over only half (the holomorphic part) of the
possible values for an ordinary Riemannian manifold.
Assuming that g00 = g0¯0¯ in the Riemannian case (since we had g0¯0 = g00¯ in
the complex case), we get from (22)
g00 = g0¯0¯ =
c
1 + q−2
ρ2.
Note that since the normalization of g is changed from Sec.(3.2.1), the parameter
c′ used in (26) should be changed accordingly.
The equation ∇g00 = 0 is identical to the one solved earlier for complex S2q
and we assign ω 00 to be the same as (23). Let
ω 0¯0¯ = −(1 + q−2)dz¯ρ−1z,
22
which is the complex manifold connection form ω 00 had we labelled the coordi-
nates the opposite way: z¯0 := z, and z0 := z¯. It solves ∇g0¯0¯ = 0.
Similarly, the curvature two-form R 00 is given by (24) and R
0¯
0¯ is
R 0¯0¯ = δω
0¯
0¯ = (1 + q
−2)dz¯dzρ−2.
A straightforward calculation shows:
R 00 = cq
4
4
(1 + q2)2,
R 0¯0¯ = cq
−2
4
(1 + q2)2,
R = c
4
(1 + q2)3.
This is different from (27) and (28) by constant factors. The reason is that the
Riemannian structure of S2q as a Riemannian manifold is concerned with the
general transformation and that of S2q as a complex manifold is concerned only
with the holomorphic transformations. Unlike the situation in the classical case,
without leaving the holomorphic description of the complex manifold S2q one will
never be able to know its Riemannian structure. The discrepancy is introduced
by the non-commutativity of the algebra.
3.3.1 Distances on S2q
In this section we consider the “distance” between “points” on S2q . As mentioned
earlier, (6) can be used to define a number called the distance between any two
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states.
Before finding the distance we display a representation of S2q which shows
clearly the correspondence between states and points. The basis of the Hilbert
space is labelled as |k, θ〉 for k = 0, 1, 2, · · · ,∞, θ ∈ [0, 2π). (It is an irreducible
representation given in [7] for S2q supplemented with an additional index θ. It
is also equivalent by Fourier transform to an irreducible representation given in
[9] for SUq(2).) The algebra is represented in the following way:
z|k, θ〉 = eiθ(q−2k − 1)1/2|k − 1, θ〉,
z¯|k, θ〉 = e−iθ(q−2(k+1) − 1)1/2|k + 1, θ〉.
So we have
ρ|k, θ〉 = q−2k|k, θ〉.
Roughly speaking, θ corresponds to the azimuthal angel on S2q and
q2k−1
q2k+1
corre-
sponds to the cosine of the polar angle.
However, for what follows it is not necessary to specify the representation.
The only thing we need is Sp(ρ), the spectrum of ρ, which follows the commu-
tation relations
zρ = q−2ρz, z¯ρ = q2ρz¯,
and that ρ = 1 + z¯z ≥ 1. It is easy to see that Sp(ρ) = {q−2k; k = 0, 1, 2, · · ·}.
Hence in the following θ is interpreted as the collection of all parameters except
k, which labels the eigenvalue of ρ.
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Now we consider the distance between the two states |k, θ〉 and |k′, θ〉. In
the classical limit, it is just the radius (1
2
) times the difference in their polar
angles:
D(p, p′) = |F (z(p), z¯(p))− F (z(p′), z¯(p′))|,
where F (z, z¯) = 1
2
cos−1
(
zz¯−1
zz¯+1
)
= sin−1(ρ−1/2). For convenience we shall sup-
press the index θ of a state from now on. It is fixed for all consideration below.
Given the distance function F , we can always decompose F as F = f(ρ) +
h(z, z¯), where h =
∑∞
n=1 fn(ρ)z
n+gn(ρ)z¯
n. Since 〈k|h|k〉 = 0 for all k, if F gives
the distance between states |k〉 and |k′〉 then f does, too. But we have to check
that the magnitude of df is not larger than 1. Note that
|dF |2 = |df |2 + |dh|2 + (CT ),
where the cross-terms are
(CT ) = (∂f)∗g(∂h) + (∂¯f)∗g(∂¯h) + (∂h)∗g(∂f) + (∂¯h)∗g(∂¯f).
Since 〈p|(CT )|p〉 = 0,
〈p| |df |2 |p〉 ≤ 〈p| |dF |2 |p〉 ≤
∥∥∥|dF |2∥∥∥ ≤ 1, ∀p,
which implies that ‖|df |2‖ ≤ 1. Hence we only have to consider functions of ρ
for our purpose.
Assume that the distance function is F (ρ) with |dF |2 = 1. Because (∂ρn) =
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qλ−1ρ−1((q2ρ)n − ρn)z¯, where λ = q − q−1, we have
(∂F (ρ)) = qλ−1ρ−1(F (q2ρ)− F (ρ))z¯. (29)
Similarly,
(∂¯F (ρ)) = −qλ−1ρ−1(F (q−2ρ)− F (ρ))z. (30)
Therefore,
|dF |2 = (∂F )∗g00(∂F ) + (∂¯F )∗g0¯0¯(∂¯F )
=
cq4
λ2(1 + q−2)
(W (q−2ρ) +W (ρ)),
where W (ρ) = (ρ − 1)(F (q2ρ) − F (ρ))2. |dF |2 = 1 implies that W (ρ) can only
be the constant 1
2
c−1q−4λ2(1 + q−2). Hence,
F (q2ρ)− F (ρ) = −λ
(
2cq4(ρ− 1)
1 + q−2
)−1/2
(31)
and so F can be solved as a power series expansion:
F (ρ) = −
(
1 + q−2
2cq2
)1/2 ∞∑
n=0
(2n)!
(2nn!)2[n+ 1/2]q−1
ρ−n−1/2.
This is not the only solution of (31). Any function f(ρ) satisfying f(q2ρ) = f(ρ)
can be added to it and (31) still holds. However, due to the structure of Sp(ρ),
such functions will not contribute to the distance between |k〉 and |k′〉. For
q = 1, c = 4, this solution is the power series expansion of − sin−1(ρ−1/2).
It remains to argue that that the assumption |dF |2 = 1 is correct. Consider
a function f(ρ) with |df |2 < 1. Then F ′ := f + ǫF has |dF ′|2 < 1 for |ǫ|
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sufficiently small. And an appropriate phase of ǫ can make |F ′(k) − F ′(k′)| >
|f(k)− f(k′)|. So any f with |df |2 < 1 is not the distance function.
Therefore we have the lemma:
Lemma 1 The distance between states |m, θ〉 and |n, θ〉, m ≥ n, according to
(6) is equal to F (q−2m)− F (q−2n).
The distance between the north pole and the south pole on S2q , for example,
can be expressed as
F (∞)− F (1) =
(
1 + q−2
2cq2
)1/2 ∞∑
n=0
(2n)!
(2nn!)2[n + 1/2]q−1
,
which is the deformed π/2.
The distance between any two points can be obtained, by using the quantum
group symmetry of SUq(2), from the distance between the north pole (z = ∞)
and an arbitrary point, which we have just obtained above.
Using the commutation relations of z, z¯, one can check that


α β
γ δ

 :=


zρ−1/2 −qρ−1/2
ρ−1/2 ρ−1/2z¯

 (32)
is an SUq(2)-matrix. This matrix transforms the north pole (z = ∞) to z. It
also transforms the point
z′′ := (δz′ − q−1β)(−qγz′ + α)−1
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to z′. The quantum group symmetry tells us that the distance between z and z′
is the same as the distance between the north pole and z′′, which is a function
of z, z′. Therefore we have:
Proposition 1 The distance between (z, z¯) and (z′, z¯′) on S2q is |F (ρ′′)|, where
ρ′′ = (1 + z′′z¯′′) = (1 + zz¯)(1 + z′z¯′)(z − z′)−1(z¯ − z¯′)−1.
Note that as the coordinates of points on the same sphere the commutation
relation between z and z′ should be that of the standard braiding [3],
zz′ = q2z′z − qλz′2,
which is covariant under simultaneous SUq(2) transformation on z and z
′. This
implies that z and z′′ simply commute with each other. (The braiding is also
formally satisfied by (∞, z′′). Divide the braiding relation on both sides by z we
get z′z−1 = q2z−1z′ − qλz−1z′2z−1 which is satisfied by (z, z′) = (∞, z′′) but not
by (z, z′) = (z′′,∞).)
A state |s〉 in the Hilbert space representation of the braided algebra gener-
ated by {z, z¯, z′, z¯′} corresponds to two “points” on S2q . So the distance between
them is 〈s|F (ρ′′)|s〉. This is a modification of A. Connes’ formula (6) requested
by the braiding.
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3.3.2 Connection with Connes’ Formulation
Here we make a connection with A. Connes’ quantum Riemannian geometry [5]
by re-formulating the quantum sphere in a way as close to his as possible.
To do so we consider the Hilbert space realization of Ω(S2q ). The Hilbert
space representation presented here is composed of two parts. The first part
{|ψ〉} is the Hilbert space representing the algebra generated by z, z¯. An exam-
ple is given in Sec.3.3.1. Another example is the GNS construction using the
integration < · >. The second part V is a vector space of, say, 2-component
column vectors representing the differential forms. The differential calculus can
then be represented in terms of the representation π of S2q as (for v ∈ V ):
π(dz)|ψ > ⊗ v =
√
c(1 + q2)π(ρ)|ψ > ⊗ τv,
π(dz¯)|ψ > ⊗ v =
√
c(1 + q2)π(ρ)|ψ > ⊗ τ †v,
where τ :=


0 1
0 0

, τ † :=


0 0
1 0

, and they satisfy: qττ † + q−1τ †τ = I for
I :=


q 0
0 q−1

. The vielbeins e and e¯ (25) are represented by the γ-matrices
τ and τ †, which satisfy a deformed Clifford algebra. The column v is used to
specify the direction of a cotangent vector at a “point” on S2q .
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Let the Dirac operator be
D := k


i z¯
−z −i

 ,
where k = qλ−1
√
c(1 + q2). It is chosen such that dz = [D, z] and dz¯ = [D, z¯].
The goal is that the exterior derivative is realized by D.
Since D2 is not central, (d2α) = [D2, α] for a form α is non-zero. The
nilpotency is achieved by taking the quotient of the algebra over the ideal called
the auxiliary fields. They are the differential forms {a[D2, b]c; a, b, c ∈ A}. For
our case the auxiliary fields are found to be
a


q 0
0 q−1


for all functions a in S2q .
The calculus is Z2-graded by
γ := k−2(dzdz¯ − dz¯dz)ρ−2 =


1 0
0 −1

 .
The SUq(2)-invariant integration on two-forms can be defined by the trace:
∫
α := Tr(γα|D|−2),
where Tr is the trace over the extended Hilbert space {|ψ > ⊗ v}. Although this
formula resembles that of A. Connes for 2-dimensional integration [5], according
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to him the power of |D|−1 in the trace is determined by the spectrum of D.
In the classical case one gets the classical dimension, but we get zero in this
particular case. Therefore unlike Connes’ integration this one does not have the
cyclic property
∫
αβ =
∫
βα. Nevertheless, it can be directly checked that the
integration satisfies the consistency condition
∫
Aux = 0 (33)
for auxiliary fields, and the Stoke’s theorem
∫
dα = 0 (34)
for any one-form α. Stoke’s theorem can be used to derive recursion relations
for the integration of two-forms. Equations (33) and (34) vanish already on
the trace over the 2 × 2 matrices and hence remain so for any representation
|ψ > of the algebra S2q . They determine up to normalization the integration of
two-forms. Hence it agrees with the integration introduced before (21).
4 The Complex Quantum Projective Spaces CPq(N)
The results in Sec.3 can be generalized to the quantum projective spaces CPq(N)
[4]. (S2q ∼ CPq(1).) In Sec.4.1 we consider the Hodge ∗ map. In Sec.4.2 we find
the Riemannian structure on CPq(N).
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4.1 The Construction of the Hodge ∗ Map
A prerequisite of the Riemannian structure is the Hodge ∗ map. In general,
if there exists for a quantum complex manifold a Ka¨hler form K = dzagab¯dz¯
b¯
which is real and central, a Hodge ∗ satisfying (12) and (13) can always be
constructed. Let
∗(dza1 · · · dzap) := dza1 · · · dzapKN−p,
∗(dz¯a¯r · · · dz¯a¯1) := KN−rdz¯a¯r · · · dz¯a¯1 .
Since K is central, the property (12) is satisfied. Since K is real, (13) is also
satisfied. Now we consider the Hodge ∗ of a differential form which is not purely
holomorphic and antiholomorphic. The idea is to “patch” the holomorphic part
and the antiholomorphic part together.
Denote
ξa := gab¯dz¯
b¯.
Because K = dzaξa is central,
Kp = (dza1 · · · dzap)(ξap · · · ξa1).
So we have
∗(dza1 · · · dzap) = (dza1 · · · dzaN )(ǫa1···aN ξaN · · · ξap+1),
where ǫa1···aN is defined by
dza1 · · · dzap = ǫa1···aNdza1 · · · dzaN .
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Similarly,
∗(dz¯a¯r · · · dz¯a¯1) = (ǫa1···aNηa¯r+1 · · · ηa¯N )(dz¯N¯ · · ·dz¯1¯),
where
ηa¯ := (ξa)
∗ = dzbgba¯.
Let µ(z, z¯) be the real function defined by the volume form:
KN = dz1 · · · dzNµ(z, z¯)dz¯N¯ · · · dz¯1¯. (35)
Then we define
∗ (dz¯b¯1 · · ·dz¯b¯rdza1 · · · dzap) := (ǫb1···bNηb¯r+1 · · · ηb¯N )µ−1(ǫa1···aN ξaN · · · ξap+1),
(36)
Roughly speaking, we put the Hodge ∗ of the antiholomorphic part and that of
the holomorphic part together, and then take out from the middle the volume
form (35). It can be shown that the properties (12) and (13) hold.
The commutativity of the Hodge ∗ with all functions (12) is not necessary
for the invariance of the scalar curvature. As mentioned in Sec.2.5, simply a pre-
scription of ordering ∗(f(z)αg(z¯)) = f(z)(∗α)g(z¯) is sufficient. Its significance
is that any other prescription of ordering, say, ∗(f(z¯)αg(z)) = f(z¯)(∗α)g(z),
gives the same result.
This construction of the Hodge ∗ map is, however, not unique. When one
patches the holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts as in (36), one can choose
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to put the holomorphic part before or after the antiholomorphic part. They are
in general inequivalent. There is also the freedom to normalize (36) by different
constant factors for each pair of (p, r).
4.2 The Riemannian Structure on CPq(N)
The algebra of CPq(N) [4] is given by the commutation relations:
zazb = q−1Rˆabcdz
czd,
z¯a¯zb = q−1(Rˆ−1)bdacz
cz¯d¯ − q−1λδba,
zadzb = qRˆabcddz
czd,
z¯a¯dzb = q−1(Rˆ−1)bdacdz
cz¯d¯,
where Rˆ is the Rˆ-matrix of GLq(N) [6]. The ∗-involution is za∗ = z¯a¯.
The Ka¨hler form K = dzagab¯dz¯
b¯ for CPq(N) [4] is given by the deformed
Fubini-Study metric
gab¯ = q
−1ρ−2(ρδab − q2z¯azb),
where ρ = 1+
∑N
a=1 z
az¯a¯. The inverse of the metric is ga¯b = qρ(δab+ z¯
a¯zb). This
Ka¨hler form is not only real and central, but also invariant under the quantum
group transformation.
za → (T 00 + zbT 0b )−1(T a0 + zcT ac ),
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where T ba is an SUq(N + 1)-matrix. Consequently its corresponding Hodge ∗
defined as above is also commutative with this quantum group transformation.
The deformed Fubini-Study metric implies that the connection one-form is
ω ba = C
bd
ac z¯
c¯ρ−1dzd,
where Cbdac = δacδbd + q
N−dδabδcd. The curvature two form is
R ba = −Cbdacgce¯dz¯e¯dzd.
The scalar curvature and Ricci tensor are, up to normalization,
R ∝ 1, R ba ∝ δba. (37)
As in the classical case, this result can also be obtained by arguments based on
the quantum group symmetry.
5 The Two-Sheeted Space
Using the algebraic formulation of Riemannian geometry, we reproduce in this
section the theory of gravity for the two-sheeted space which was first described
in Ref.[1]. In that paper the Riemannian geometry on quantum spaces is for-
mulated in terms of A. Connes’ non-commutative geometry.
The two-sheeted space is the product of a classical 4-dimensional manifold
M4 and a space of two discrete points Z2. Denote the two points in Z2 as a and
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b. The algebra of functions on Z2 is generated by 1 and e, where 1(a) = 1(b) = 1
and e(a) = −e(b) = 1. It follows that e is real and
e2 = 1. (38)
Let the exterior derivative to act on (38) we find
ede = −dee.
We also define dede = 0. In addition, e commutes with the coordinates {xµ} on
M4 and {dxµ}, and de commutes with {xµ} and anti-commutes with {dxµ}.
To obtain the results in Ref.[1] we assume that the vielbeins and connection
one-forms can be written as
Ea = dxµeaµ, E
5 = deλ
and
ΩAB = dxµ(ωABµ + ev
AB
µ ) + de(l
AB + ekAB),
where eaµ, λ, ω
AB
µ , v
AB
µ , l
AB and kAB are all real functions of x. The indices A,B
take values in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, where {1, 2, 3, 4} correspond to dxµ or Ea, and {5}
corresponds to de or E5.
The Hodge ∗map defined on EA is the classical one. For example, ∗(EAEB) =
1
3!
ǫABCDEFECEDEEEF . This map does not have the property (12), hence the
Lagrangian (15) is invariant only under the coordinate transformation restricted
to M4, i.e., xµ → x′µ(x), e→ e.
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The integration over the whole space can be decomposed into the usual
integration over the four-dimensional manifold followed by the integration
∫
Z2
E5(a+ be) = a
for arbitrary numbers a, b. (The requirement that
∫
Z2
dee vanishes implies the
cyclic property of Connes’ integration in this case:
∫
αβ =
∫
βα.)
Using the metricity condition (9) and the torsion-free condition (10) one can
partially solve for the connection. But many components of the connection are
still free. They should be viewed as independent fields. It turns out that they
are not dynamical fields because in the Lagrangian (the scalar curvature) they
do not have time derivatives. Their equations of motion are simply constraints
which are solved by their vanishing.
The action for the gravity on this two-sheeted space defined by
I =
∫
M4×Z2
EA(∗RAB)EB
is, after taking out all non-dynamical fields, the same as [1]
I = −
∫
M4
(R4 − 2λ−1∇µ∂µλ)√g4d4x,
whereR4 is the usual scalar curvature ofM4,∇µ is the usual covariant derivative
onM4 and g4 is the determinant of the metric onM4. The only new dynamical
field introduced by the Z2 structure in spacetime is λ(x). By changing variable
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λ = exp(σ) [1] we get
I = −
∫
M4
(R4 − 2∂µσ∂µσ)√g4d4x.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a straightforward formulation of Riemannian geome-
try on quantum spaces with a ∗-involution and a Hodge ∗ map, and we showed
several examples. In addition to the possibility of applying it to describe physics
at the Planck scale, this formulation can be used for Kaluza-Klein theories to
build models with the extra dimensions corresponding to quantum spaces.
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